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The Dissembler Dissembles
One of my earliest memories is of the scene of an accident on a building site. I would have been two years old at the
time, strapped into the back seat of my parent’s car. Seeing the smoke and confusion, my Dad brought our vehicle to
an abrupt stop beside the wasteland. I remember him helping workers assist their burly mate, who had broken his arm,
to sit beside me in on the back seat while my Mum made arrangements to rush the injured man – quite obviously in
pain – to hospital. Outside I could see the yellow excavator he had been operating, writhing like an overturned insect;
its neck twisted strangely and the glass windows of the cabin, now resting in the mud and debris, smashed inwardly.
I remember that the caterpillar treads were still whirring around against the air, slowly and pathetically. Cut from the
glass, the man’s head was bleeding and he apologized profusely to my Mum for being bloody and dirty in the back seat
of a car with a bewildered toddler. In the end, his self-consciousness (or my unconcealed horror) got the better of him
and he opted to wait in the rain for an ambulance.
Part of the allure for children, playing in the mud with their yellow trucks and bulldozers must rest in the perceived
strength and infallibility of the wrecking/building machine, with its clear and pure diametrical purpose: to build-up and
to tear down with equal and unemotional measure. What happens when the machine itself breaks is a rupture of this
sense of certainty - akin to a kind of objectified vertigo, failure on a scale that registers bodily and chemically (not only
related to the sight of blood, as possible human by-product). While Paul Caporn’s Reconstruction Works appears in no
way like the scene of a construction-site accident, the artist plays with the forms of, and with our material expectations
of things that make and do: excavators, cranes, wheelbarrows, table vices, spirit levels and even sticks used to stir paint
and he transforms them, removing their assured sense of functionality and ascribing them with other properties and
problems that have less to do with physical and mechanical labour and more to do with ideas.
In a series of works, Caporn applies different processes to the same group of long, thin objects – industrial paint stirrers
with their layers of local-council-inspired colour. While Peel shows the visual and textural effects of hand carving and
use of a drop-saw on dried paint, Polyporus expands Caporn’s material experiments into a temporal abstraction. The
layers of paint revealed by cutting sections of the stirrer expose bands of colour, like synthetic tree-rings indicating
time and repetition of use. Incident with Polyethylene, a temporary splat of yellow polyetherline accrued by the use of
a drop-saw and water against a wall, depends on humidity and time for its staying power. While one could argue that
all art is time based because it is both created and experienced within a flow of time, Caporn’s experiments share a
resonance with breakthrough conceptual work like Robert Morris’ Box with the Sound of It’s Own Making (1961), which
is materially a simple wooden box and audibly a soundtrack continuously replaying the recording of the artist building
the same box, but at 3 hours the work, most presciently, is about time. Considering the fungal-growth-like paint rings
of Caporn’s Polyporus is to consider a slice of time and to ponder the labour involved in many painting tasks, over and
over. Painting what other objects and spaces, and where?

Incident with 10 inch nails 2009 polycarbonate, galvanised steel 110 x 250 x 33cm

Polypores 2009 acrylic paint, jarrah, pine, mdf variable size

Reconstruction Work is filled with tools and representations of tools and machines used primarily by the construction
industry. Collectively they are machines and objects used to process other materials, but they are basic instruments,
not scientific or precise. In Golden Age Caporn uses a more exacting skill to replicate an excavator, sculpting from
multiple forms of other useful objects – yellow wheelie bins – then perching the finished work, triumphantly on top of
its own waste product. Caporn plays quite literally with the visual associations we make every day when seeing objects
in our environments: yellow excavator, yellow bin, yellow toy bulldozer and disrupts the scale of our expectation to fall
somewhere in the middle of these extremes. Golden Age is simultaneously a Tonka toy of wild imaginings and a shiny
monument to its own petroleum-based, plastic materiality. Caporn dissembles the integrity of one object - a bin used
for disposing of recyclable product - to give form to another, and in the process, removes its ability to be repurposed
or recycled back. The artist creates not only visual conundrums, but reflections on the conditions in which we live.

Incident with table vice 2009
mdf, steel, polyethelene 40 x 50 x 28cm

Incident with table vice (detail) 2009
mdf, steel, polyethelene 40 x 50 x 28cm

Incident with ocky straps 2009
pine, steel, plastic, elastic, nylon 155 x 111 x 28cm

It is impossible to disassociate the objects in Caporn’s exhibition from the context in which they have been made. The
artist works in a city whose skyline, at this moment is so filled with cranes and whose urban street facades are so
randomly punctuated by temporary structures and billboards displaying architectural renderings of what will be, that
they seem to have earned a place of fixity in the landscape of Perth. The title of The Golden Age is sardonically placed
by this artist, who has borne witness to at least one other boom-time in Western Australia, and also to its inevitable
decline. Returning to Perth this year, I was reminded of Manfred Walther’s meditative film 80,0000 Shots (1990-2001)
of the reconstruction of Potsdamer Platz in Berlin. Cranes flick across the skyline until they are obscured and then
disappeared entirely by the rising buildings they assist in constructing. In the exhibition space for Reconstruction
Works, Caporn inserts visual obstacles, so that views of his excavator and crane sculptures can only be seen together
partially, a mirror of the ways in which working machines intervene physically and visually within urban space.
In Slump Caporn transforms the crane as a structural, purposeful object into a deflated and useless armature that
collapses under its own weight. This collapse, while an amusing reference to the soft sculptures of pop artist Claes
Oldenberg, hitting out at the hierarchies of artistic expression, also registers on an emotional level, partly due to its
large scale against the gallery wall, and the sense of failure conveyed by the pathos of the foam object, softening its
own fall - both preempting and causing its own demise. I imagine feeling the same kind of compulsion to nausea as
when I see images of massive ships capsizing, audibly keening and displacing great spurts of water, to when I am riding
in a lift that suddenly stops silently between floors of a tower block, or witness a building from the corner of my eye,
shift and suddenly fall. Caporn relishes these moments of tension.
Through this collection and spatial arrangement of works, the artist cleverly shifts between visual play: a two dimensional
work made only of spirit levels; a wheelbarrow ocky-strapped to the wall, and more serious material and performative
interventions that explore failure, economies of scale, time, labour and the compulsion that exists within artists and
within all of us to work, build and create. Reconstruction Works is an exhibition that plays with the contradictions and
complexities that exist within the nature of all things, even the most simple and purposeful – creating a physical and
visual encounter with sculptures and transformed objects that is both whimsical and deeply unsettling.
Bec Dean 2009
Keepers 1 - 6 transformers, neon tubes, plastic, ply shelf 36 x 480 x 36cm
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Installation view Bommyknocker

Climbing ladders. Tested to the point of destruction.
In collaboration with Tim Courtly archival inkjet print on photographic paper

Installation view

Between the lines 2009 cast acrylic, acrylic levels 77.5 x 77.5 x 3.5cm

Slump 2009 polyethylene soft fall mats, pine 290 x 550 x 800cm

Peel 2009 jarrah, acrylic paint, plinth 176 x 35 x 37cm

Bommyknocker 2009 crylic paint, jarrah 92 x 7.5 x 7.5cm

Polypores (detail) 2009 acrylic paint, jarrah, pine, mdf variable

Incident with 10 inch nails (detail) 2009 polycarbonate, galvanised steel

The Golden Age 2009 polyethylene sulo bins, rubber 200 x 400 x 400cm

Slump (detail) 2009 polyethylene pine 290 x 550 x 800cm

Installation view
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